Jerry Baysore, simply, was the best man I've ever known.  

David Curtis, Provost

Jerry was someone you could always talk to.  

Lynn Hostetter (A&P)

Jerry was the one guy who never had an enemy.  

Virginio Piucci (A&P)

He was just a down to earth, sincere guy who always had a cheery hello.  

Betty Leving (CE)

He spoke to everybody in the university, not just specific people. He was a genuinely kind person.  

Joyce Gordon (BO)

When everyone was gone, Jerry was there working. He brought integrity, common sense and dedication to his profession and the university.  

President Leo Goodman-Malamuth II

The catalog process involves a lot of pressures and time lines. Even though Jerry was under that pressure, he always stayed relaxed and didn’t pass that pressure on. We always appreciated that.  

Gary Fisk (ICC)

For 15 years, if something of quality came out of the third floor, you would be assured that Jerry was associated with it. He had a strong commitment to quality education which he exhibited often in his relations with the University Curriculum Committee. Jerry was, very simply, the nicest colleague on campus.  

Brian Malec (CHP)

You knew you could count on Jerry. He was fair minded and reasonable. He was one of the administrators you knew was always there working hard for you.  

Harriet Gross (CAS)

I can remember Jerry from my work on the Academic Program Review Committee. There are always differing opinions as members try and get their position approved. Jerry always took a positive attitude to getting the problem solved.  

Otis Lawrence (CEEL)

I will miss Jerry’s quick smile, his soft voice and unassuming nature. My respect for him will never end. I know that GSU is a better place because of him.  

Mary Lou Tomaszewski (CBPA)